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EFFECT OF LEADING-EDGE HIGH-LIFT DEVICES AND SPLIT FLAPS 
ON THE MAXIMUM-LIFT AND LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
RECTANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3 .4 WITH 
CIRCULAR -ARC AIRFOIL SECTIONS AT REYNOLDS 
NUMBERS FROM 2 .9 x 106 TO 8.4 x 106 
By Roy H. Lange and Ralph W. May, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
The results of an investigation at high Reynolds numbers and low 
Mach numbers in the Langley full - scale tunnel to determine the effect: 
of leading-edge high-lift devices and split flaps on the maximum-lift 
and lateral characteristics of a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 3.4 
with circular-arc airfoil sections are ~resented in this report. The 
investigation included measurements of the aerodynamic characteristiCE 
in pitch and in yaw of the basic wing and of the wing with several 
leading-edge high-lift devices and 0.20-chord split flaps deflected 
alone and in combination with one another . Scale effects were investi -
gated at Reynolds numbers ranging from 2.9 X 106 to 8.4 X 106 • In 
addition to the force measurements , the stalling characteristics of the 
wing were determined. 
The maximum lift coefficient of the basic wing is 0.58. Tne 
addition of half-span and full - span split flaps deflected 600 increases 
this value to 1,00 and 1.24, respectively, The agreement between the 
experimental values of the maximum lift coefficient and lift-curve slope 
of the basic wing and the increments in lift coefficients due to flap 
deflection and those calculated by the best availab+e methods is good. 
Maximum lift coefficients of 0.89, 1.20, and 1,21 are obtained for the 
wing with the drooped-nose flap deflected 200 , with the extensible 
leading-edge flap, and with the combination of drooped-nose flap defle cted 
100 with 0 . 032-chord round leading edge, respectively, These va~ues were 
increased to 1 , 26, 1058, and 1 , 47, respectively, with the addition of 
half - span split flaps deflected 60 0 • The drag of the wing is high 
thr oughout the moderate to high angle - of -attack range . The addition of 
split flaps causes a large drag increase; however , an appreciable 
reduction in the drag in this range is obtained by deflecting either the 
drooped-nose flap or by the installation of the extensibl e leading-edge 
flap . The pitching-moment characteristics of the basic wing and of the 
wing with the leading- edge high-lift devices giving highest maximum lift 
indicate that below the stall the center-of -pressure locati on is slightly 
forward of the ~uarter chordo A stabl e pitching-moment break is shown 
at the stall for all configurations except those with the extensible 
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leading- edge flap and with the combination of the drooped-nose flap 
deflected 100 with the 0.032- chord round leading edge, which have marginal 
stability . In general, the addition of split flaps to all configurations 
causes a slightly rearward shift of the center-of-pressure location. For 
the basic wing the dihedral effect increases parabolically with lift 
coefficient and the directional stability increases essentially linearly 
with l ift coefficient and the respective parameters attain values of 
0.0023 per degree and - 0.00050 per degree near maximum lift. Values of 
the side -force parameter are low. All the leading-edge high-lift devices 
investigated on this wing with circular-arc section produce almost linear 
dihedral -effect variations wi th lift coefficient, which is consistent 
with the characteristics of conventional blunt-nose airfoils and with 
theory; the directional stability and lateral-force characteristics are 
not materially affected. The split flaps decrease the dihedral effect of 
the basic wing at a given lift coefficient, but they generally do not 
materially affect the lateral characteristics of the wing when installed 
in combination with the leading- edge high-lift devices. 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to provide large-scale data on the high-angle-of -attack 
characteristics of wings having airfoil sections with sharp leading 
edges , an investigation is being conducted in the Langley full-scale 
tunnel at high Reynolds numbers and low Mach numbers of several typical 
transonic and supersonic swept and unswept wing plan forms having 
10-percent-thick, circular-arc airfoil sections . One of the wlngs inves-
tigated was a trapezoidal wing of aspe ct ~atlo 4 , and the maxlmum-~ift 
and stalling characteristics have been reported in reference 1. The 
results of reference 1 show that the inherently low maximum lift and hieP 
drag of the wing were appreciably improved when a drooped-nose flap was 
deflected. Inasmuch as this type of high-lift device was found to be 
effective , a more complete study was made of several leading- edge high-
lift devices as a part of a general investigation conducted on a rectan-
gular wing of aspect ratio 3 . 4 with 10-percent-thick circular-arc air-
foil sections . This wing is identical to the wing tested in reference 1 
except that the tips were modified so as to form a rectangular plan form . 
The investigation included measurements at high Reynolds numbers 
and low Mach numbers of the aerodynamic characteristics in pitch and in 
yaw of the basic wing and of the wing with several leading-edge high-lift 
devices and 0 . 20 - chord split flaps deflected both alone and in combination 
with one another . The leading-edge high-lift devices investigated 
included a 0.20 - chord drooped-nose f l ap, a O.lO-chord extensible leading-
edge f l ap , and several simulated round leading edges. The scale effect 
on the aer odynamic characte~istics was d~termined for a range of Reynolds 
numbers from about 2.9 X lOb to 8.4 x l Ob. In addition to the force 
measurements, the stalling characteristics of the wing with and without 
high -lift devices were determined by means of tuft observations. 
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COEFFICIENTS .Al'ID SYMBOIS 
The test data are presented as standard NACA coefficients of forces 
and moments referred to the standard stability axes. The Y-axis is 
assumed to lie along the ~uarter-chord line of the wing and in the plane 
of the wing geometric chord lines. 
CLmax 
Cz 
max 
P 
lift coefficient (:~~~ 
(D~as~ ' dra~ coefficient ~~ J 
pitching-moment coefficient (~) \-~Sc 
rolling-moment coefficient (~J 
yawing-moment coefficient ~N,\ \~Sb) 
lateral-force coefficient (Y ) 
9.8 
maximum lift coefficient 
section lift coefficient 
maximum section lift coefficient 
( p : Po) pressure coefficient ~ 
Pcr critical pressure coefficient; pressure coefficient at a local 
Mach number of 1.00 
R Reynolds number (p:c) 
free-stream Mach number 
M pitching moment 
L rolling moment 
• 
• 
4 
N 
y 
q 
S 
c 
b 
v 
p 
A 
y 
:p 
:Po 
yawing -moment 
l ater al force 
angle of attack , degrees 
free - stream dynami c :pr essure 
wing area (226 . 0 s q ft ) 
wing chord (9.23 ft ) 
wing s:pan (31. 29 ft ) 
free - str eam velocity 
mass density of air 
coefficient of viscosity 
as:pect ratio ( b
S
2
) 
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distance along semis:pan from :plane of symmetry 
ta:per ratio ; ratio of ti:p chord to root chord 
angle of attack for maximum lift, degrees 
local static :pressure 
free - stream static :pressure 
droo:ped-nose - fla:p defl ection , degrees 
s:plit- fla:p deflection, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
Subscri:pts : 
denotes :partial derivative of a coefficient with res:pect to 
yaw in degrees ~xam:ple : Czv = d~~ 
denotes :partial derivative of a coeffi cient with res:pect to CL 
(xam:Ple: C l = d~ ~\ \J i'CL OC~) 
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MODEL 
The geometric characteristics of the wing and the arr angement of the 
high-lift d.evices are given in figures 1 and. 2 . Photographs of the wing 
mounted. on the airfoil supports and on the yaw supports ar e given as 
figure 3. The airfoil section of the wing is the NACA 28-(50 )(05 )-
(50 ) (05 ), the ord.inates of whi ch may be found. in refer ence 2 . The wing-
tip shape is one -half of a bod.y of revolution of the airfoil section. 
The wing has no geometric dihed.ral or twist. 
1 The wing construction consisted of a simple framework of -- inch 
steel channel spars covered. with a %~inch skin of 'aluminum she~t rolled. 
to the correct airfoil contour. The wing surfaces were about the e~uiv­
alent in roughness to conventional thin d.ural sheet construction with 
dimpled skin and unfilled flush rivets . The wing construction was 
extremely rigid and. it is believed t hat no deflections of an appreciable 
magnitud.e occurred. d.uring the tests. The 0 . 20c d.rooped.-nose flap was 
pivoted on piano hinges mounted flush with the lower wing surface , and 
with the flap deflec ted the gap on t he upper wing surface was sealed with 
a faired cover plate . Drooped.-nose-flap d.eflections up to 400 could be 
obtained. The extensible leading- edge -flap configur ation tested. ( see 
fig. 2 ) was selected from considerations of high maximum lift and. was 
d.etermined from the results of two -dimensional tests reported. in reference 3. 
The extensible l ead.ing-ed.ge flap had. an area of 9 . 9 percent of the wing 
area measured in a plane along the angle of flap d.eflect ion. The round.-
leading- ed.ge mod.ifications consisted of cylind.ers attached. to the und.er 
surface of the leading ed.ge with diameters selected in the range of the 
nose diameter of a 0012 airfoil (0.032c). The split flaps were made of 
sheet metal attached to the wing under surface at a flap defle ction of 600 
measured as shown in figure 2. The half - span and full - span split flaps 
used in the zero -yaw tests were actually 48 and 97.5 percent of the wing 
span . When the wing was mounted on the yaw supports (see figs. 1 and 3 (b)) 
a l 2- inch cut - out in the split -f lap center section was provid.ed to give 
clearance for the sting. 
T]STS 
In order to determine the l ongitudinal and lateral characteristics 
of the wing, all the tests were mad.e through an angle-of - attack range from 
about _20 through the stall in increments of 20 except near maximum lift, 
where 10 increments wer e used . The s cale effect on the aerod.ynamic char-
acteristics of the wing was determined from tests made at various tunnel 
airspeeds to give a Reynolds number range of from about 2.9 x 106 
to 8.4 x 106 . The highest Mach number obtained in the tests was 0 .14, 
at a Reynolds number of 8 . 4 X 106 • 
I-
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The i nvestigation of the maximum- lift characteristics of the wing 
made at 00 yaw included measurements of the lift, the drag, and the 
pitching moment of the - bas ic wing and of the wing with several l eading-
edge high- lift devices and 0.20c split flaps deflected. The various high-
lift devices were tested both alone and in combination with one another . 
Tests were made with the drooped-nose flap deflected from 100 to 400 in 
100 increments except in the region of on = 200 , where 50 increments ware 
used inasmuch as this deflection appeared optimum for maximum lift in the 
tests reported in reference 1. The tests of the wing with the round 
leading edges installed were made with the nose drooped through a range 
of on from 100 to 200• In addition, the 0.032c round-leading- edge 
installation was tested without the nose drooped. The scale effect was 
investigated for all configurations except those with the basic sharp 6 
leading edge , which were tested at a Reynolds number of about 4.1 x 10 
inasmuch as the results of reference 1 showed no appreciable scale effect 
on the lift, the drag, and the pitching-moment coefficients in the Reynolds 
number range from about 3.27 X 106 to 7. 67 x 106 , Due to structural limi -
tation , the extensibl e leading-edge flap could not be tested at a tunnel 
airspeed higher than that corr esponding to a Reynolds number of about 
5, 90 x 106 , 
The stalling characteristics were determined by observing the action 
of wool tufts attached to the upper wing surface . These tuft studies were 
made of the basic wing and of the wing with the more effective high- lift 
arrangements . The tuft studies were made at a Reynolds number of about 
4.1 x 106 for the wing with the sharp leading edge and at about 4 . 1 X lcP 
and 6.0 x 106 for the round-l eading- edge configurations. 
Surface static-pressur e measurements were made at several chordwise 
points along the upper surface of the nose at the wing center line for 
the configuration with the drooped-nose flap deflected 100 with the 
0.032c round leading edge and half - span split flap installed. These 
measurements were made at the ~gle of attack for maximum lift at a 
Reynolds number of about 7 .2 x 106 . 
The investigation in yaw included measurements of the lift, lateral 
force, rolling moment , and yawing moment of eight configurations at 
approximately 60 increments of yaw through a range of from approximately 
_60 to 180 . The configurations tested in yaw were the basic wing and the 
wing with half - span and full - span split flaps installed. Also tested were 
the more promising high-lift arrangements involving the drooped-nose flap, 
the 0.032c round leading edge , and the extensible leading-edge flap. The 
basic wing and the wing with the split flaps installed were tested through-
out the complete yaw range , whereas the other configurations were investi-
gated only from about _60 to 60 yaw angles, which was considered a suffi -
cient range of yaw to obtain the stabili ty parameters. 
, 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results have been corr ected for the stream alinement , the 
blocking effects , the j et-boundary effects , and the tares caused by the 
wing supports. 
The discussion of the test results is grouped into two main sec tions. 
The first section presents the results of tests made to determine the 
maximum-lift and stalling char acteristics of the wing and the second 
section gives the lateral char a cteristics as determined from the tests in 
yaw. The data are presented for a Reynolds number of about 4 .1 X 106 
except where noted . 
MAXIMUM-LIFT AN]) STALLING CHARACTERISTICS 
The figures covering the maximum-lift results are outlined below 
to facilitate the discussion of the results . The results for the basic 
wing and the wing with split flaps installed are given in figure 4. The 
determination of the calculated CL at which stalling begins for the 
basic wing is given in figure 5. The effects of the leading- edge high -
lift devices on the aerodynamic character istics are presented in figures 6 
to 13. The stalling characteristics of the basic wing and of the wing 
with the leading- edge high-lift devices are shown in tuft diagrams of 
figure 14 and are discussed in each of the SUbsections of the results and 
discussion . The results of tests of the wing with several leading-edge 
high-lift devices deflected in combination with split flaps are presented 
in figures 15 to 20. The stalling characteristics of the wing with the 
combined deflections of the high- lift devices are presented in figure 21. 
For convenience, a summary of the variation of maximum lift coefficient 
with Reynolds number for the more pertinent configurations is presented 
in figure 22. The power-off l anding-approach speed characteristics of 
the wing are given in figure 23 , whi ch shows lines of constant gliding 
speed and constant sinking speed for a wing loading of 40 pounds per 
s~uare foot superimposed on the lift-drag polars of several wing-flap 
configurations. The critical compressibility speed of the wing with the 
0.032c round leading edge installed, with the drooped-nose flap 
defl ected 100 , and with half- span split flaps installed is given in figure 24 . 
Basic Wing 
Force measurements. - The maximum lift coefficient of the basic wing 
is 0.58 at an angle of attack of 15.90 (fig. 4). This value of maximum 
lift coefficient.is 0 . 09 lower than that obtain~ in two -dimensional tests 
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of the air foil sec tion (refer ence 2). The influence of the low aspect 
ratio can be seen in the shape of the lift curve which is nonlinear and 
ha s a wel l -rounded peak. The l ift-curve s l ope (measured at CL = 0. 2 to 
avoid t he s l ight discont inuity at lower lift coefficients) is about 0.050 
per degree . Although this value of lift -curve s l ope i s lower than the 
value of 0 .061 calculated by the methods of reference 4 based on a section 
lift- curve slope of 0 .090, it i s in good agreement with the value of 
0.053 calcula ted by the methods of r efer ence 5. 
An estimation of the maximum lift coefficient of the wing was 
made based on the methods outlined in r eference 4 . The lift coefficient 
at which each section along the semispan stalls was obtained from the 
two-dimensional dat a of r efer ence 2 and is shown by the dashed curve 
in figure 5 · The curves of the span-lift distribution for three values 
of wing CL were determined by the methods of r efer ence 4. As soon as 
the span-lift-distribution curve becomes t angent to the stalling c1max 
curve, the section at that point r ea ches its maximum lift coefficient 
and stalling should soon spread over a considerable part of the wing. 
The stalling CL obtained by this method is usually wi thin a few percent 
of the mea sured Clwa.x ' As shown in figure 5, the calculated stalling CL 
is 0. 549· I nasmuch as the measured value of CLmax is 0.58, the agreement 
between the measured and calcula ted va lues is considered good', and thus 
the method in thi s case appears to be applicable to 10w-aspect-ratl0, 
r ectangular wings having airfoil sections with sharp leading edges. 
The variation of the pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient 
indicates a slightly forward location of the center of pressure with 
respect to the ~uarter chord up to about CL = 0.45 above which the 
center of pressure moves r earward with increase in lif t coeffiCient showing 
a large degree of longitudinal stability through the stall. The drag 
coefficient of the wing i s high at the moderate and high angles of att ack: 
as compared with the drag of wings with conventional, r ound-nose airfoil 
sections . 
Stalling characteristics . - Tuft studies of the basic wing (fig. 14(a)) 
show early s eparation at the l ea ding edge of the wing center section 
which spreads r apidly towar d the tips up to an angle of a ttack of about 6 0 . 
At this angle of attack the flow over the wing resembles the flow over the 
airfoil section in ' t wo -dimensional flow where a bubble of s eparation a t 
the nose of the air foil followed by smooth flow has been observed at low 
angles of attack ( r eference 6) . With further increases in the angle of 
attack the wing exhibits t he usual flow characteristics of a r ectangular 
, 
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wing inasmuch as the center section stalls first and the stalled area 
spr eads toward the tips. This stall progress ion results from the higher 
effect ive angle of attack of the r oot sections caused by the induced flow . 
Effe ct of Spli t -Flap Deflection 
Maximum lift coefficients of 1.00 and ] 024 ) respectively) are 
obtained for the wing with the half - span and full - span split flaps 
deflected 600 • These values of lift coefficient are 0.42 and 0.66 higher 
than those obtained for the basic wing (fig.4). Calculations were made 
using the methods of reference 7 and the two - dimensional section data of 
r efer ence 2 to determine the increments in lift coefficient due to split -
f l ap defl e ction . The measured and calculated values are in good agree -
ment) thus indicating that the sharp l eading-edge wing i s affected by the 
simpl e high- lift devices in the same manner as conventional wings. 
The pitching-moment curves show the usual change in trim wi th f l ap 
deflection and show a center-of -pressure l ocat ion below the stall slightly 
to the r ear of that obtained for the basic wing . The variations of the 
pitching-moment coefficient with lif t coeff icient indicate a slightly 
forward center-of -pressure location wi th respect to the Quarte r chord up 
to lift coefficients of 0.75 and 1.05 for half - span and full- span split 
flaps) respectively) beyond which the center of pressure moves rearward 
with increasing lift coefficient and produces a stabl e break at the stall. 
Tuft studies of the wing with half - span split flaps install ed (fig . 2l(a )) 
show the early leading-edge stalling and other characteristics that are 
t ypical of the basic wing. (See fig. 14 (a). ) 
An evaluation of the lift and drag coefficients of the wing in terms 
of power-off landing-approach characteristics is made possible by use of 
f igure 23. The increase in lift due to half - span spli t flap deflectiGn 
is shown here to be in part ) at l east ) offset by a large increase in drag 
with the r esul t that the s inking speeds considerably exceed the criterion 
set forth in r eference 8 that a sinking speed should not exceed 25 feet 
per second at about O.85CLmax· (See fig. 23 (b).) 
Effect of Leading-Edge High-Lift Devices 
Drooped-nose flap.- The maximum lift coeffi cient of the wing with 
the drooped-nose flap deflected 200 is 0.89 . (See fig. 6 .) This value 
is 0.31 higher than that obtained f or the basic wing. Although a maxi-
mum lift coefficient of 0.92 is obtained wi th the drooped-nose flap 
deflected 25° ) it is obtained at a higher angle of attack and wi th consid-
erably mor e drag than for the case with bn = 20°. (See figs. 6 and 17. ) 
The increases in maximum lift coeff icient and angle of attack for maximum 
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lift with the drooped-nose f l ap deflec ted r esult primarily from the 
improved flow conditions at the leading edge by more nearly alining the 
wing contour with the air stream and thereby delaying stall to higher 
angles of attack . This alinement of the leading edge tends to alleviate 
the negative pressure peaks and thereby to decrease the adverse pressure 
gradient that causes leading-edge separation. Although the leading- edge 
sepdration has not been eliminated with the drooped-nose flap deflected 
200 , as shown in the tuft studies (see fig . 14(b)), the initial separation 
has been delayed to a considerably higher angle of attack than that f or 
the basic wing . (See fig . 14(a).) It is inter esting to note that the 
optimum drooped-nose-flap deflection for maximum lift found in these 
tests is lower than the value found in the two-dimensional tests of the 
section (refer ence 2 ). 
Deflecting the drooped-nose flap causes an appreciable reduction in 
the drag of the wing at the moderate and high angles of attack. This 
reduction in drag increases with increasing drooped-n6se-flap defl ection 
up to on = 25°. At the low angles of attack the drooped-nose flap has 
the effect of a spoi l er causing an increase in drag with flap deflection 
as compared with the basic wing . The beneficial effect of drooped-nose-
flap deflection on the drag at high lift coeff icients r esults in l ower 
sinking speeds as shown in figure 23(a); however; the gliding speed of 
about 145 miles per hour to obtain a sinking speed of 25 feet per second 
is above the range of present pr actice . It should be realized that the 
drag coefficients plotted in figure 23 are for the wing alone and, there-
for e , the sinking speeds of the complete airplane would be somewhat 
greate r . Power could be used for the landing approach and landing condi -
tions to offset the high drags shown in figure 23, b~t this practice could 
lead to danger ous conditionv for emergency landings wi th power off . 
The pitching-moment curves show no significant change in the longi-
tudinal stability of the wing as compared with the basic wing (fig . 6). 
A smaller change in trim due to drooped-nose-flap deflection is noted 
than was measured with the split flaps deflected. (See fig . 4 . ) 
Extensible l eading- edge flap. - The maximum lift coefficient of the 
wing with the extensible teading-edge flap installed is 1 . 20 at a Reynolds 
number of about 5.90 x 10 . (See fig . 7(a).) This value of maximum lift 
coefficient is 0.62 higher than that obtained for the basic wing. The 
increase is due not only to a delay of the stalling to higher angles of 
attack as compared with the basic wing but also to an inc~ease in wing 
area which ha s not been taken into account in the calculat ion of the wing 
coeffici ents . The delay in the stalling to higher 'angles of attack with 
the extensible leading-edge flap installed is attributed mainly to the 
favorable effects of the r ound leading edge rather than to the eff~ct of 
leading- edge·-flap defl ection. The section data (reference 2) show that 
the increase in maximum lift coeffici en t over that for the basic wing due 
to a O.lOc extens ible leading- edge flap wi th sharp l~ading edges is only 
about one -half the magnitude of that obtained with the drooped -no3~ fla~ 
deflected. The higher s l opes of the lift curves are prjmarily due to the 
, 
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fact that the lift coefficients are based on the area of the original 
wing. The sharp peaks of the lift curves are considered undesirable 
inasmuch as a slight asymmetry near the stall may lead to serious rolling 
instability. 
The maximum. lift coefficient increases with increasing Reynolds 
number for the range of Reynolds numbers investigated. (See figs. 7(a) 
and 22(a).) Tuft studies of the wing (fig . 14(e)) show early separation 
over the nose flap, but as compared with the wing with a = 200 
n 
(fig . 14(b)) the root stalling at the wing trailing edge has been delayed 
to higher angles of attack and covers a smaller area of the wing near 
maximum lift. 
The extensible leading- edge flap causes a considerable reduction in 
drag of the wing at the higher angles of attack as compared with the basic 
wing or the wing with on = 20°. As shown in figure 23(a) , the gliding 
speed required to maintain a sinking speed of 25 feet per second is 
reduced from 145 miles per hour to about 117 miles per hour. 
The variations of the pitching-moment coefficient with lift coef-
ficient (fig. 7(b)) show a center- of -pressure location which is slightly 
ahead of that for both the basic wing and the wing with on = 20° through-
out the lift-coefficient range . The stability at the stall is not appre -
ciably affected by increasing Reynolds number . 
Round leading- edge modifications. - The highest maximum lift coef -
ficients obtained in the tests of the wing with the drooped-nose flap 
deflected and with round leading edges installed are 1.21 for on = 100 
with the 0.032c round leading edge and 1.22 for on = 150 with the 
0 . 040c round leading edge. (See figs. 9(a) and ll(b).) The results with 
on = 10° and 150 and with the 0.032c and 0.040c round leading edges 
installed show considerable scale effect on CLmax and Cl.cLmax' although 
this scale effect on CLmax decreases wi th increasing drooped-nose-flap 
deflection (fig. 12). As shown in figure 22(a), the value of the maximum 
lift coefficient for the on = 100 , 0 . 032c configuration is the same as 
that obtained for the extensible leading- edge-flap installation. It 
should also be noted that this value of maximum lift coefficient is 
obtained with no increase in wing area, as is the case with the extensible 
leading- edge flap. A comparison of the on = 10°, 0 . 032c configuration 
with the on = 150 , 0.040c configuration shows no appar ent superiority of 
one over the other inasmuch as the maximum lift coefficients and the drag 
coefficients at high angles of attack are essentially the same; however, 
t -he on = 100 , 0 .032c conf iguration is choseD be cause of the practicability 
of the 3maller diameter r ound l eading-edge and the lower drooped-nose -flap 
deflection. 
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The tuft studies of the wing with the ° = 100 , 0 , 032c r ound-
n 
l eading- edge configuration at a Reynolds number of about 4.1 x 106 
(fig. 14 (d) ) show a stall progression which resembles that obtained f or 
the wing with on = 200 (fig . 14 (b)) except that the initial l eading-
edge separation is confined to a r egion at about 0 . 5 ~. and that a smaller 
area of the wing is stalled in the r egion of C~. The tuft studies 
at a Reynolds number of about 6 .0 x 106 show no change in the stall 
progress i on and conse ~uently are not pr esented. 
Inspection o~ the gliding-speed and sinking-speed chart (fig . 23 (a)) 
shows slightly l ower drag coefficien ts in the moderate and hi~1 lift-
coefficien t range for the 0 = 100 , 0 . 032c r ound-l eading- edge configura-
n 
tion than for the extensible l eading-edge f l ap ; however, in the r egion 
of CLmax the gliding speed re~uired to maintain a s inking speed of 
25 feet per second is about the same (ll5 miles per hour) as for the 
extensible l eading-edge flap . 
As in the case of the extensible l eading- edge flap the variations 
of the pitching-moment coeff icient with lift coefficient indicate a 
center-of -pressure location which i s s lightly ahead of that for the basic 
wing and the wing wi th on = 200 throughout the lift-coefficient range 
for Reynolds numbers of 2.99 x 106 and 4.3 x 106 and for lift coefficients 
up to 0 . 60 for higher Reynolds numbers (fig. 9(b)). For the higher 
Reynolds number s , the center- of -pressure location is moved r earward to a 
point s lightly ahead of the ~uarter chord for lift coefficients greater 
than 0 .60 . In general, the break in the pitching-moment curves at the 
stall was in a stable direction throughout the range of Reynolds numbers 
investigated. 
The r esults of tests made wi th the 0 . 032c round l eading-edge installe d 
and wi th the drooped-nose flap neutral (see fi gs. 13(a) and 22 (a)) show 
an appreciable scale effec t on the maximum lift coefficient but the values 
of maximum lift coeffici ent are considerably lower than those obtained 
for the combination with the drcoped-nose flap deflected 100 . The maxi-
mum lift coefficient of 0 . 88 obtained at a Reynolds number of approximately 
7.0 x 106 is s light ly l ower than that obtained wi th the round leading edge 
removed and the drooped-nose flap deflec ted 20° (fig . 22 (a)). The tuft 
stUdies (fig . 14 (c)) show that the initial leading-edge stalling is 
delayed to higher angles of attack as compar ed with the basic wing 
(fig. 14(a)) and that. the stall progression is about the same as that f or 
the basic wing excep t for the r ough flow along the trailing edge at the 
moderate angles of attack. The pitching-moment curves (fig . 13(b)) indi-
cate the same static longitudinal igstability as that for the basic wing 
at Reynolds numbers up to 4.28 X 10 , but above this Reynolds number the 
stability is somewhat r educed . 
( 
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EFFECT OF LEADING-ELGE DEVICBS IN COMBINATION WITH SPLIT FLAPS 
Force Measurements and Stalling Characteristics 
Drooped-nose flap.- The wing with the drooped-nose flap defle cted 
in combination with half - span and full - span split flaps gives CLmax 
13 
values of 1 . 26 and 1 . 48 at angles of attack of 17 . 80 and 17 . 0°, respec-
tively . (See figs. 15 (a ) , 16 (a), and IJ .) These highest CLmax · values 
occur with a nose deflectio~ of 30° , which will here inafter be discussed 
as the optimum deflection for the combination, ins tead of 20° as for 
the drooped -nose -alone configuration . These CLmax values at the optimum 
deflection are 0.26 and 0.24 higher, respectively, for the half-span and 
full-span split-flap configurations with the basic l eading edge (sharp 
l eading edge wi th on = 00 ) . Deflecting the drooped-nose flap 300 produces 
pitching-moment characteristics which are decidedly different than for 
the half -span and full - span split- f lap -alone configurations in that r ear-
ward center-of-pressure positions with respect to the quarter chor d are 
indi cated up to lift coefficients of about 0.70 and 1.05 , r espectively, 
beyond which the center of pressure moves forward giving instabili ty at 
the stall (figs. 15(b) and 16(b ) ) . ~xft studies (figs . 2l(a) and 21(b)) 
show that drooping the nose with the half- span split flap installed 
delays t he trailing- edge separation until CLmax is reached and also 
r educes the area of separation over the center s ection. Defl ecting the 
the drooped-nose flap in conjunct ion with the split flap affects the drag 
in about the same manner as previously noted for the drooped-nose -alone 
conf iguration. However, as shown in the gliding and sinking-speed chart 
of figure 23(b), the high drag coefficients developed by the on = 30° , 
half-span split- flap configuration r esults in a minimum s inking speed of 
about 34 feet per second , which is probably prohibitive according to 
present landing techniques . 
Extensible l eading-edge flap .- At a Reynolds number of about 4.1 X 106 
the extensible leading-edge flap in combi nation wi th half - span and full -
span spl it flaps gives C
Lmax 
value s of 1 . 58 and 1.71 (fig . 18), which are 
0 . 58 and 0 . 47 greater, r espe ct ively, than those shown for the split- flap 
installati ons alone. Practically no scale effect on maximum lift is 
indicated for the half - span and full- span split- flap combinations. The 
pitching-moment charac teri stics are practically the same for both split-
flap combinations as for the extensible leading- edge nose flap , alone in 
that the center of pressure r emains at a constant forward position with 
r efer ence to the quarter- chord line throughout the lift -coefficient range 
until the stall, where it moves rearward giving marginal stability. The 
addition of the half - span split f lap to the wing with tho extensible 
l eading- edge flap produces higher negative pressures over the rear of the 
wing and thereby provides a mor e favorable pressure gradient whi ch tends 
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to eliminate the separ ation behind the l eading edge (fig. 2l (d)) that is' 
inherent in all the other configurations tested. The drag characteristics 
of the split -flap combinations are essentially the same as for the case 
with the extensible leading-edge flap alone except that the absolute values 
of drag coefficient are higher. As shown in figure 23(b), the half - span 
spli t flap and the extensibl e l eading- edge .-flap combination has a high 
minimum sinking speed of 32 feet per second at O. 85CLmax. 
The 0.032c round l eading edge with on = 100 . _ For the combination 
having the drooped nose deflected 100 , the 0.032c round leading edge , 
and the half - span split f l ap ins talled, the maximum lift coefficient 
increases abruptly between Reynolds numbers of 4.0 X 106 and 5.8 X 106 
(see figs . 19(a) and 22 (b) )6and attains its highest value of 1.47 at a 
Reynolds number of 8.0 X 10. This value of CLmax is 0.26 above that 
for the configuration without the split flap, but 0.11 below that for the 
extensible leading-edge f l ap in combination with only the half-span split 
flap. The effect on the pitching-moment characteris tics of adding the 
half - span split flap (fig . 19 (b) ) is to give slightly more stability below 
the stall but cons iderably less stability at ~ than for the on = 100 
round-leading- edge configuration. The destabilizing effect at high lift 
coeffi cients becomes more pr onounced with increases in Reynolds number so 
that at a Reynolds number of 8 . 0 X 106 the wing is unstable at stall . The 
tuft studies of figure 21(c ) (taken at a Reynolds number of about 4.1 X 106 
where the pitching-moment br eak is stable at the stall) show that the split 
flap reduces the t railing-edge separation that occurred for the wing with 
the split flap removed (fig. 14(d) ). As for the other combination config-
urations already discussed, the half - span split flap increases the drag of 
the on = 100 , 0 . 032c round l eading- edge condition so that a minimum 
s inking speed of 31 feet per second is obtained at a gliding speed of 
113 miles per hour (fig . 23 (b)) . 
The 0.032c r ound l eading edge with on = O. - With the 0.032c r ound--
l eading-edge configuration with half - span split flaps installed,a CLmax 
of 1.25 is obtained (fig. 20 ). This value of CLmax is 0.3 7 higher than 
that for the r ound leading edge aJ.one put is slightly lower than that for 
the drooped-nose , half -span , split-flap configuration. The scale effect 
on maximum lift is similar to that for the other round· l eading-edge conf ig-
urations previously discussed (see fig . 22) in tha~ a marked increase in 
CLmax occurs between ReynolQs numbers of 4.2 X 10 and 6.2 X 106 . Gener-
ally marginal stability is shown at low and moderate lift coefficients and 
the stabilizing trend at high lift coefficients occurs at increasing 
value s of CL as the Reynolds number is increased. 
• I 
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Leading-Edge Pressure Measurements 
The maximum observed negative pressure coefficient for the config-
uration of on = 100 with the 0.032c round leading edge and the half-
span split flap installed was -3.69 with the wing at CLmax and at a 
Reynolds number of 7.2 X 106 and a Mach number of O. ll. This pressure 
coefficient, when extrapolated by the Glauert-Prandtl method, corresponds 
to a critical Mach number of 0 .37 (fig. 24) which is much greater than 
the free -stream Mach number that would be attained in flight with flaps 
deflected. 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The lateral characteristics of this rectangular wing with and with-
out high-lift devices are presented as variations of CI , Cn , and Cy 
with angle of yaw in figures 25 to 30 . From these basic data the static-
lateral -stabili ty parameters CIt ' Cnt , and CYt are determined as a 
function of CL and are presented in figures 31 to 34 . The 12-inch cut-
out in the split flaps and the rear support sting used in the yaw tests 
are believed to have no first - order effects on the lateral characteristics. 
Basic Leading Edge 
The lift-curve slope of the basic wing is not affected materially 
by yaw . Figure 25 shows an average value of lift- curve slope (measured 
at CL = 0 . 2 to avoid discontinuities at lower lift coefficients) of 
about 0.051 for all yaw angles investigated. The maximum lift coef -
fici ent is increased, however , from 0.56 to 0.61 as the wing is yawed 
from 00 to 18. 250 , 
The dihedral-effect parameter CIt of the basic wing increases 
parabolically with lift coefficient from 0 . 0002 at low values of CL 
to 0 . 0023 at 0.95CLmax (fig. 31). This variation, which is unlike 
the generally linear variation shown in references 9 and 10 for wings 
with conventional round- leading- edge airfoils, can probably be attributed 
to the sharp leading edge of the circular-arc airfoil section inasmuch as 
swept wings with conventional airfoil sections have been found to have 
decidedly different dihedral -effect characteristics than geometrically 
identical wings with circular- arc sections. Data from tests of a trape -
zoidal wing with the same cross section as the rectangular wing of the 
present tests (reference 11) show the same general variation of CIt 
with CL although the CIt values are somewhat lower because of the 
• 
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higher aspect ratio of the trapezoidal wing. Weissinger derives in 
r efer ence 12 a theoretical formula for determining dihedral effect in the 
low and moderate lift-coefficient range which, corrected to apply to the 
total wing span, is 
7 C - K rA. + o. 29 (1 - A.)l _ 0.10 
5 ·3 I*CL - A L A. + 1 j 
where K is an empirical constant . This r elation predicts a uniform 
s lope and consequently does not agree wi th the test results. 
The basic wing possesses a small amount of directional stability 
with Cn~ increasing linearly with CL up to the stall and breaking 
more stable near the stall to give a Cn* value of -0.00050 a t 0 .95CLmax . 
The side -force parameter Cy* is small and increases uniformly from 0 
at l ow lift coefficients to ~ O . OOIO at 0 .95CLmax. As shown in the 
basic data of figure 26(a), the C~ and Cy* slopes at zero yaw 
generally hold throughout the yaw range investigated, whereas C1* 
decreases negatively at the highes t positive yaw angles tested . 
Deflecting the half - span split flap 60 J reduces the dihedral effect 
and produces a more nearly linear variation with lift coefficient (fig. 31 ). 
The directional stability and lateral-force characteristics are essentially 
unaltered by the half-span split-flap deflection. The C1*' C~, 
and Cy* slopes measured at zero yaw are generally co~sistent throughout 
the yaw range investigated. (See fig. 26(b).) 
Deflection of the full-span split flap produces practically a linear 
dihedral-effect variation which gives a CI~ value of 0 . 0019 at CLmax 
(fig. 31 ). The directional stability is greater than for the basic wing 
(c~ = -0.0011 at CLmax)' but theCy* characteristics are practically 
t he same . 
Drooped-Nose Flap 
The effect of deflecting the 0 .20c drooped-nose flap 200 i s to 
produce a C1*CL slope that is almos t linear thr oughout the S. range, 
except near the stall wher e a strong positive break occurs (fig. 32(a». 
A C1* of 0 . 0040 is obtained at the stall. This variation is similar 
to that given in reference s 9 and 10 for similar wings with conventional 
r ound- l eading-edge airfoils and probably r esults from the pr essur e dis tri -
bution over the forward part of the biconvex airfoil being more like that 
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for conventional airfoils. The same effect was noted in r efer ence 11 
when a drooped-nose flap was deflected on a similar wing with trapezoidal 
plan form and circular-arc airfoil sections. Calculations using 
W~issinger's relation previously noted with a K value of 1. 56 , as deter-
mined experimentally in reference 10, give a CZ,lr slope of 0 . 0023 , 
't'CL 
which agrees closely with the measured slope at low and moderate lift 
coe:flcients. The directional stability of the drooped-nose configurat ion 
is greater than that for the basic wing in the high-lif t -coefficient range . 
The CY1jr characteristics are not changed materially by deflecting the 
nose flap. 
Deflecting the half-span split flap 600 in con junction with the 
drooped-nose flap 300 reduces the dihedral effect in the high-lift range 
below that for the drooped-nose -flap-alone co~iguration (fig. 32(b)) and 
produces a constant small positive dihedral effect in the moderate lift-
coefficient range. The directional stability and lateral-force charac-
teristics are not materially affected by deflecting the half-span split 
flap. 
Drooped-Nose Flap Wi th 0 .032c Round-Leading-Edge Modification 
The dihedral effect of the drooped-nose configurat ion is not alte r ed 
appreciably by the installation of the 0 . 032c round l eading edge 
(fig. 33 (a)). The dat a for the drooped-nose flap deflected 100 with the 
round leading edge show no consistent variation with Reynolds numbe~ and, 
except for the irregularities at Reynolds numbers of about 3 . 0 X 10 
and 6.0 X 106 , the Cz slopes check the calculated value of 0 . 0023 1)rcL 
very well. The directio:l8.1 stability is not affecte·i materially by the 
addition of t he round leading edge or by Reynolds number for the Reynolds 
number range investigated. The lateral-force characteristics are similar 
to those for the sharp-leading-edge drooped-nose configuration except that 
t he CY1jr values are about double (-0.0025) at the stall for the highest 
Reynolds numbe r investigated. 
Defle c t ing the half - span spli t f lap generally decreases the dihedral 
effect at any given lift coefficient (fig.33 (b)) and decreases the 
CZ1jrCL slope to about 0 . 0020 or 13 pe~cent below the calculated value. 
The directional stability and side -force character istics are essentially 
unaffected by the deflection of the split flap and also have no significant 
variation wi th Reyno\i.s number. 
Extensible Leading-Edge Flap 
The dihedral effect wit h the extensible leading-edge flap installed 
has a fairly normal variat i on with lif t coeffi cient (fig. 34) and an .. 
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average Cl~ slope that agrees well with theory . Actually, however, 
CL 
the C1", 
't'CL 
s l ope is smaller at moderate lift coefficients and greater 
than the calculated value of 0 . 0023 at low and high lift coefficients . 
The directional s tability is somewhat differ ent than for any other co~ig~ 
uration t ested in that it is zer o at a CL of 0 . 25 and increases rapidly 
for both higher and l ower lif t coefficients . Of course , this differ ence 
at l ow lift coeffici ents is r e l atively unimportant because the f lap would 
probably not be deflected at such lift coefficients corresponding to high 
fli ght speeds. The CYt variation is quite similar to that for the 
drooped-nose configuration with the 0 . 032c round l eading edge installed 
in t hat it increases about linearly to -0. 0025 at Ctmax . No consistent 
scal e eff e cts on the lateral-characteristic parameters are shown for the 
Reynolds number range investigated. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The r esults of an investigation a t high Reynolds numbers and low 
Mach numbers in the Langley full - scale tunnel of the maximum-lift and 
lateral charac teristics of a r ectangular wing of aspe ct ratio 3 . 4 with 
circular-arc airfoil section are summari zed as follows: 
1 . The maximum l ift coefficient of the basic wing is 0 . 58 . The 
addition of half - span and full - span split flaps deflec ted 600 increases 
this value to 1 . 00 and 1.24, r espectively. The agreement beufeen the 
experimental values of the maximum lif t coefficient and lift -curve slope 
of the basic wing and the increments in lift coefficient due to flap 
deflection with those calculated by the best availabl e methods is good. 
2 . Maximum lift coefficients of 0 . 89 , 1 . 20, and 1 . 21 are obtained 
for the wing wi th the drooped-nose flap deflected 200 , for the wing wi th 
the extensible l eading-edge flap, and for the wing with the combination 
of drooped-nose flap deflected 100 and the 0 . 032c round leading edge , 
respectively . These values are increased to 1.26 , 1 . 58, and 1 . 47 , 
r espect ively , with the addition of half-span split flaps deflected 600 • 
3 . The drag of the wing i s high throughout the moderate to high 
angle - of -attack range . The addi tion of split flaps causes a l arge drag 
increase ; however , an appreciable r eduction in the drag in this range is 
obtained by defl ecting either the drooped-nose flap , or by the installa-
tion of the extens ible leading- edge flap, or by deflec t ing the drooped-
nose f lap in combination with a rounded leading edge . 
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4. The pitching-moment characteristics of the basic wing and of the 
wing with the leading-edge high-lift devices giving highest maximum lift 
indicate a slightly forward center-of-pressure location with respect to 
the quarter chord below the stall. A stable pitching-moment break is 
shown at the stall for all configurations except these with the extensible 
leading-edge flap and with the on = lOo, 0.032c round- leading-edge 
configuration, which have breaks showing marginal stability. 
5. Except for the wing with the extensible leading-edge flap, where 
the center-of-pressure shift with split-flap installation is negligible, 
the addition of split flaps moves the center-of-pressure location slightly 
rearward at high lift coefficients from the p03itions shown for the wing 
configurations without the split flaps. The only significant changes in 
the pitching-moment characteristics at the stall caused by the split flaps 
are an unstable break for drooped-nose-flap deflections greater than 20° 
and an unstable break for the on = lOo, J.032c round-leading-edge config-
uration at the highest Reynolds .nwmbers investigated. 
6. For the basic wing the dihedral effect increases parabolically 
with lift coefficient and the directional stability increases about 
linearly with lift coefficient and attain values for the r espective param-
eters of 0.0023 per degree and -0.00050 per degree near maximum lift. 
The values for side-force parameter Cy* ere low. 
7. All the leading-edge high-lift devices investigate d do not affect 
materially C~ or C~, but do produce almost linear C1* variations 
with CL which, in general, agree well with those for conventional round-
nose airfoils and with theory. 
8. The split flaps decrease, at a given lift coefficient, the dihedral 
effect of the wing with the basic leading edge but generally do not produce 
any significant changes in the lateral characteristi cs when installed in 
combination with the leading-edge high-lift devices. 
9. The separation behind the leading edge that is inherent for all 
other configurations investigated is eliminated when the extensible 
leading-edge nose flap is installed in con junction with the half-span 
split flap. 
lO. An appreciable scale effect o~ the maximum lift coefficient is 
sho"wn for the configurations with the round leading edges installed. The 
pitching-moment and lateral characteristics ar e not appreciably affected 
by changes in Reynolds number. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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Figure 30. - Effect of Reynolds number on the varia tion of CL , Cn , and Cy with * of 
wing with extensible leading-edge flap installed . of = 00 . 
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Figure 31. - Effect of split -flap deflection on the lateral characteristics 
of the wing . on = 0° . 
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Figure 32. - Effect of half-span split-flap deflection on the lateral characteristics of the wmg l with the drooped -nose flap deflected. 
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Figure 33, - Effect of Reynolds number on the lateral characteristics of the wing with 0.0 32c 
round leading edge installed. 0 = 100 . 
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F igure 33. - Concluded . 
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Figure 34. - Effect of Reynolds 'number on the lateral characteristics of the wing with 
extensible leading-edge flap installed. of = 00 . 
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